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As I promised the other day, we're going to talk ahout meats for the

spring menu this morning. Old-fashioned housekeepers often refer to the young

meats, lamb and veal, as spring meats. Well, in a sense they are spring meats.

And then in a sense they aren't. Lamb comes on the market in largest quantities

in spring and fall, hut it is available the year around. The supply of veal is

always largest in the spring, hut you can buy this meat also at any other time

of year. Along about now — or even earlier — your butcher is likely to be

offering "specials" in lamb and veal. Of course, if you are going to make the

most of these meats, if you are to get your money's worth in flavor and food

value and so on, you need to know the simple principles of cooking them. So I'm

going to pass along to you .some helpful hints from meat cookery specialists.

You might suppose that, since lamb and veal are both young meats with all

cuts tender, you would cook them entirely alike. But you don't. There is one
important difference in the make-up of these two meats that makes a difference
in the cooking. Lamb contains a good deal of fat. Veal, on the other hand, is

usually a very lean moat. So you will find it easier to keep lamb juicy during
cooking than veal. In fact, many people say they don't care for veal because it

is dry and stringy and lacks flavor. The answer to that objection is: "You
aren't using the right cooking method." If you want the best results, make the
method suit the meat.

Let's discuss the whys and wherefores of cooking veal and lamb remembering
that they are alike in being young and tender, but different in fat content.
Let's talk about roasting first, since roast lamb and roast veal are both old
favorites, and since you can roast the same cuts in lamb and veal. The most
popular roast is probably the leg. A favorite roast of veal is the thigh cut
of the leg. The shoulder, loin and breast are also good roasting cuts. Some of
the finest roasts — and the easiest to carve — are the boned and stuffed
shoulders of lamb and veal. Then, the saddle roast of lamb corresponds to the
loin roast of veal. A very inexpensive roast from either animal is the stuffed
breast. In lamb, this makes a small roast about right for serving three or four
persons.

Now about this cooking method known as roasting? How does the process
differ with lamb and veal? Well, since lamb is a fat meat, you season your roast,
dust with flour and lay it fat side up, on a rack in an OToen roasting pan. You
add no water to the pan. And you don't baste the roast. As the fat melts, it
will do its own basting. Start by searing the lamb for half an hour in a hot
oven — about kSO degrees F., and then reduce the heat to very moderate — about
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300 degrees, and continue roasting until the meat is done. Allow about half an

hour to the "oound. If you have an oven that you can't adjust quickly to

different temperatures — an oven in a coal or wood stove, say — why then, omit

the searing at the beginning and roast at moderate heat — 350 degrees F.

,

during the entire time. Remember — for lamb, an open roasting pan, no water

added, no basting.

With veal the story is quite different, for veal is a lean meat. It needs

the protection of a covered roaster. And if you like you may add fat by larding

nth strips of salt pork or suet or bacon. Adding fat not only helps keep the

roast juicy, but also improves its flavor. Season yoxir roast with salt and

pepper first. Then dust with flour. Place the meat on a rack, as you did your

lamb roast, having the skin- side of the roast up. Cover the roaster and put

it into a moderately hot oven — one that registers from 375 to U00 degrees.

Ho searing first with veal roast. Cook the roast until well done and tender.

By the time it is done, it will have a brown surface and the drippings also will

be nicely brown for gravy. Some people like roast beef rare; some even like

lamb rather rare; but veal and pork are the two meat s that you always cook well

done. Remember then — for a veal roo-st, use a covered roaster; add strips of

fat to keep the meat juicy and to o.dd flavor; and use a moderately hot oven
throughout the cooking. So much for the roasting process.

These same general principles apply in the case of chops. Lamb chops are
best broiled by direct heat or pan-broiled in an uncovered frying pan. Veal
chops and veal cutlets need different treatment. They need cooking in the
presence of moisture and added fat. Probably the best way to cook them is to

flour or bread them; then to brown them in fat; then to cover them closely and
cook slowly. Allow half to three-quarters of an hour to be sure they are
tender. Serve them with gravy made from the drippings. The difference in
cooking here, as in roasting, is due to the difference in the amount of fat in
these two meats.

The less expensive cuts of veal or lamb, or the tidoits will make many
delicious dishes. Lamb and veal stev/ are both justly famous. Then there's lamb
pie, or veal-and-pork pie — both in reality just stews with a crust over them.
Ground veal, combined with chopped salt pork makes an excellent meat loaf. You
caii use either ground lamb or ground veal in patties. Left-over cooked veal or
lamb you can use in spicy curry; in hash; or in chon suey. These meats combine
well with many different vegetables and. seasonings.

The chief points to remember about cooking lamb and veal are: they are
both young and tender, but lamb, having plenty of fat, can be roasted or broiled,
while veal is usually lacking in fat, and therefore, needs the protection of a
covered uan and usually needs added fat.

We just have time to plan a simple dinner for a Saturday night in April.
The ir.enu: Veal-and-pork pie; Buttered green asparagus;' Spring vegetable salad;
Chocolate layer cake; Coffee. On our next quest ion-and-answer day, I'll answer
the reauest for a good veal recipe.




